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It’s Up to Us
The OT community has now raised
over $150,000 toward Orthostatic
Tremor research through our
fundraising affiliations with NORD
(National Organization of Rare
Disorders) and the University of
Nebraska Foundation (UNF).
Money donated to OT Research via
UNF supports the work of neurologist
Diego Torres-Russotto, MD, who leads
a team of clinicians at the University
of Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha.
Many of us have participated in three
earlier clinical studies conducted by Dr.
Torres and his team, and we are
looking forward to hearing more about
the next study.
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Dr. Diego Torres-Russotto to Lead Orthostatic
Tremor Webinars on January 27 via Zoom
Neurologist and lead investigator in
ongoing Orthostatic Tremor research
at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, Dr. Torres has
been gathering data from clinical
studies on OT since 2012.
This update on OT research findings
and next steps will be offered at
both 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM (CST) to
accommodate viewing world wide.
A registration link and additional information are included on
page 3. Registration for the OT webinar closes January 24.

Our contributions to NORD fund OT
Research selected from proposals
reviewed by NORD’s Medical Advisory
Board. Currently, $42,500 has been
awarded by NORD to Dr. Robert Chen,
MA, MBBChir, MSc of Krembil Brain
Institute, University Health Network,
Toronto, Canada, to study the use of
low intensity focused ultrasound (FUS),
to address the dysfunctional cerebellar
activities in OT patients.
Please join us by donating to Dr.
Torres’s OT Research at https://
nufoundaton.org/fund/01130710/ or
mail to UNF, PO Box 82555, Lincoln,
NE 68501-2555 and include OT
Research and Education Fund
#01130710.
Or to NORD, at this donation
page link and select Primary Orthostatic
Tremor from the Research Fund drop
down menu or mail to NORD, 55 Kenosia Ave, Danbury, CT 0 6810, specifying Primary Orthostatic Tremor.

thank you!

Neurologist Dr. Robert
Chen and Associates
Seek 15 Participants
for OT Clinical Studies
in Toronto.
Far Left: Dr. Robert Chen, MA,
MBBChir, MSc; Top Right: Dr. JeanFrancois Nankoo (Post-doctoral Fellow); and Bottom Right: Dr. Talyta
Grippe (Research Fellow)

The main criteria are diagnosis of Primary Orthostatic Tremor by a
movement disorders specialist and no other major neurological or psychiatric illness. The clinical studies will be conducted at the University
Health Network, Toronto, Canada. Interested participants are welcome to contact robert.chen@uhn.ca for more information. Dr.
Chen’s research is funded by a grant awarded by NORD (National
Organization of Rare Disorders).
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Ruth Hochheiser: Making Music and Finding Joy!

Gloria
Nelson
MacWright
And Her Website That
Has Brought Us Together
www.orthostatictremor.org
More than twenty years ago,
when Gloria was first diagnosed
with OT and neither she nor her
doctor knew
of another
person who
had this disorder, she was
encouraged to
create a website and within two weeks of going
live, she had her first respondent.
Having met on the website, ten of
us with OT convened at the Mayo
clinic in Rochester, MN, in 2008
with Dr. Matsumoto which turned
out to be a learning experience for
him and for us. A core group of
us got to know one another and
continued to meet every two years
in Atlantic City, Houston, Sydney,
Australia, and more recently in
Omaha for clinical studies in 2012,
2014, and 2017, led by Dr. Torres,
the last of which included 52 people with OT from around the world
and 33 control companions!

Ruth Hochheiser, from Wilmington, DE,
is newly retired after 30 years of a very
rewarding career as a middle and high
school guidance counselor. She has had
OT for more than ten years.
Early on, she was mystified by
her inability to stand, “I thought it was
quite bizarre,” she recalls, “but there
was never any pain and I was able to
live a relatively normal life. Fortunately, I had exercised most of my life and
my leg muscles were strong.”
But as tsymptoms progressed,
her legs began to feel like wood and
then like lead. “When I could no longer
walk unassisted, I knew something was
terribly wrong.”
Like many of us, she saw doctor
after doctor— six in all with no answers, except, “Maybe it’s your back,”
—until she met a movement disorder
neurologist at the University of Pennsylvania Dept. of Neurology in Philadelphia. The seventh doctor had seen
three other OT patients during his long
career, and diagnosed her in ten
minutes. “He put a stethoscope behind
my knee and heard helicopters,” she
laughs. “Those were the tremors, going
like crazy!”
When Ruth learned her diagnosis, she did some research and discovered why most clinicians are unable to
diagnose OT. “In the 2500-page reference book for internal medicine, OT is
not listed in the index and neither is it
listed on the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)
website.” She sums it up, “If you’ve

never heard of OT, how could you possibly diagnose it!”
Now taking clonazepam and
gabapentin, fortunately with no side
effects, she considers herself, “one of
the lucky ones. The medications I am
on are working for me. I still can’t
stand for more than three minutes and
then must lean on something, sit or
begin to walk.” Over the last ten years,
Ruth has indulged her love of music and
joined the University of Delaware Lifelong Learning Band. “I now play percussion and with the help and encouragement of the other musicians, I
learned many instruments including my
favorites: suspended cymbals, woodblock and cowbell.”
"With OT, there are definite
challenges," she continues. "Playing
music takes a lot of focus and concentration, and I must either sit or lean on
a high stool, and now that my OT symptoms have progressed, I am very tired
after practice. Fortunately, the joy of
playing outweighs the accommodations
that I must make. I try very hard to find
joy where and whenever I can."
She also observes, “My support
group is an international private Facebook site of about 1,000 OTers. We
post regularly, vent to one another, and
feel a camaraderie which is muchneeded for our mental health.”
“A rare disorder like OT can
make people feel anxiety, fear, social
isolation and hopelessness,” Ruth notes
and earlier this year, she wrote an arti
Continued on page 3

A Challenge Gift
Can Make All the
Difference
Two years ago, in support of
Dr. Torres’s OT Research at the
University of Nebraska Medical
Center, a family from our OT
community generously offered
to make a gift to match all other
donations for the next year, up
to a total of $10,000. The
response to this thoughtful gift
was a substantial increase in
donations for that year.
Anyone interested in making a
challenge gift of any amount is
encouraged to contact Edwin
Lyons to establish the challenge
process which will then be presented to the OT community via
this newsletter and the OT website, www.orthostatictremor.org .
Edwin Lyons, Director of Development, Nebraska Medicine,
University of Nebraska Medical
Center, University of Nebraska
Foundation, 2285 South 67th
Street, Suite 200, Omaha, NE
68106, or 492-504-3339 or
edwin.lyons@nufoundation.org.

Orthostatic Tremor Webinar
The Movement Disorders Division at UNMC’s
Department of Neurological Sciences is very excited
to offer this update on our Orthostatic Tremor (OT)
study, one of the largest and most comprehensive OT
research programs in the world.

Thursday, January 27
9 a.m. & 4 p.m. options
We will offer two different times (9 a.m. and 4 p.m. CST),
to accommodate different time zones across the world.
Because the Daylight Savings schedule is different I
n different countries, we ask that you please verify
what time will work best for your schedule.

The goals of the webinar include:
1) To review our current understanding of OT.
2) To list important current gaps in OT knowledge.
3) To Provide an update on the final results of some of
our studies.
4) To discuss the future of Orthostatic Tremor research.
If you would like to register for this webinar update,
please click on the link below to fill out the information:
https://unmcredcap.unmc.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=RM8KEAWA947T4R4W

Once registered, you will receive instructions
on how to access the webinar on a date closer to the event.
The webinar will be broadcasted using the Zoom platform.
The data you enter during registration is secured by RedCap,
a state-of-the-art, research-grade, data-handling database.
Registration is limited and will close on January 24th.
Please register as soon as possible.

Ruth Hochheiser: Making Music and Finding Joy! continued
cle on OT that was published in NDTA
(neurodevelopmental treatment association) newsletter. “I cannot stress
enough how important it is to spread
the word and raise awareness about
this disease,” she concludes, “With

awareness there may be increased
funding, which is desperately needed.
If I succeed in this endeavor, then I will
have reached acceptance with peace
in my heart.”

